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CONSERVATIVE AND DD7ERGENCE FREE

ALGEBRAIC VECTOR FIELDS

E. CONNELL AND J. DROST

Abstract. Suppose k is a field of characteristic 0   and A1"1 = A[.v,.. .. ,.v„]. If w,.

fj £ A'"' for 1 < i < u. 1 *íj.< m, u — (u¡.u„). the/; are relatively prime, and

each^u is conservative, then u is conservative and (/,./„,) is unimodular Given

any u with \J(u) |= 1, then each derivation3/3u, has divergence 0. If D: A1"' — A1"1

is a A-derivation with kernel of dimension n — 1. then there exists a g so that ,?D has

divergence 0.

1. Conservative fields. Throughout this paper, k will denote a field of characteristic

0, R will be a commutative ring, and /?'"' will be the polynomial ring R[x].xn].

If u, G Ä1"1 for 1 <i,<n, then u = («,,_m„) is called an «-dimensional vector

field over R, or simply an «-vector over R. An «-vector is called conservative

provided there exists an / G Rl"] such that u= V/= (3//3x,.3//3.v„). If /?

contains the rational numbers, then u is conservative iff du,/dXj = du^dx, for all

1 =£ i,j < «. The statement that /,./„, G /c1"' are relatively prime means that if g

divides each /, then g is a unit. They are unimodular if there exists g, such that

Ifig, = 1. Unimodular implies relatively prime and if « = 1, relatively prime implies

unimodular.

The following lemma lists the three facts used in proving Theorem 1.2. The first

two are well known and the third is just an observation.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose/,./„, G k["\

(\) Any two of'/, ,...,/„, are algebraically dependent over k iff any two of v/|.Vf„,

are linearly dependent over Ar1"1.

(2) Any two of /,./„, are algebraically dependent over k iff there exists h E A:'"'

such that eachf E k[h].

(3) Suppose u and v are nonzero n-vectors over k, h E £'"' is not constant,

g,,..., g„, G A: [ « ] are relatively prime in k [«],/,,... ,/„, G k ' " ' are relatively prime in

At1"1, and g,(h)v = fu for i = 1.m. Then there exists t E (k — 0) such that v = tu

and tg — f

Proof. Part (1) follows Chapter 10 of [M]. Part (2) follows from Theorem 2.11 of

[AHE]. Also it is immediate from their results that if f E Ar1"1 is nonconstant. then

there exists h E A:1"1 such that k[h] is the algebraic closure of k[f] in A:1"1. Now

suppose the hypothesis of part (3). Then there exists qt E k[h] such that 2g,q, = 1.
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Thus v = 2,qffu — tu where t G Ac1"'. Substituting gives g,/« = fu. So t divides each

f and thus í 6 Jt - 0.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose u is a nonzero n-vector over k, and /,_,/„, G A;'"' are

relatively prime with each fu conservative. Then u is conservative and the f are

unimodular. Furthermore, there exists an h G A:'"' such that each f E k[h].

Proof. Suppose the hypothesis. Then there exist p, G A'"' with Vp, = fu. Since

any two of the Vp, are linearly dependent over A;1"1, it follows from part (1) above

that any two of the p, are algebraically dependent. From part (2). there exists

h E At1"' such that eachp, G k[h]. By a change of notation, letp, be a polynomial in

h,p,(h) E k[h] C A:1"1. Nowp,'v« = fu. Let b(h) be the g. c. d. of the p,'(/i) in A [A],

p',(h) = g,(h)b(h), and let v = b(h)vh. So g,(h)v = fu for all i, and by part (3)

above, there exists t E k — 0 with l1 = tu. This gives tu = b(h)vh which is conserva-

tive because if c(h) is any antiderivative of b(h). b(h)Vh — Vc(h). Thus u is

conservative.

Now/ = tgfh) and thus each/ G k[h]. Since the/ are relatively prime in A1"1.

they are relatively prime in k\h], and thus unimodular.    D

If « is a conservative vector, when is fu conservative? The answer is given below,

and the proof does not depend on  Theorem 1.2

Theorem 1.3. Suppose u = Vg is a nonzero conservative n-vector over k, f E A1"'.

and k[h] is the algebraic closure of k[g] in Ac'"'. Then the following are equivalent:

( 1 ) fu is conservative.

(2) V/and u are linearly dependent over A:'"1.

(3) / and g are algebraically dependent over k.

(4)/GA[«].

Proof. The last three statements are clearly equivalent, and it will be shown that

the first two are. Suppose u is conservative. We show/u is conservative iff

"i        ••■        "„

3/ 3/
3*, dx„  j

has rank 1, i.e. every 2X2 submatrix has determinant 0. Now/« is conservative iff

d(ful)/dx/ = 3(/m;)/3x, which is the same as m, df/dx = ul 3//3.V, and the result

follows.

2. Divergence and derivations. If u is an «-vector over R, the divergence of u is

div(«) — 3w,/8X| + ••■ +dun/dx„. The following corollary is immediate from The-

orem 1.2 and the observation that u — (ux,u2) has divergence 0 iff ((u2, -w, ) - u] )

is conservative.

Corollary 2.1. If u = («,, uz) is a nonzero 2-vector over k. and/,,_fm E A'2'

are relatively prime with each div(/w) = 0, then div(jv) = 0 and the / are unimodu-

lar.

Question. Suppose u is an «-vector over Ac, and /,.fm E A1"1 are unimodular

with div(/w) = 0. What conditions are needed to imply div(w) = 0?
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If A is a commutative ring, the statement that a function D: A — A is a derivation

means that D(at + a2) = D(ax) + D(a2) and D(axa2) = axD(a2) + a2D(a{). If B

is a square matrix over A, the classical adjoint is the matrix C whose (/. j) term is

(-\)I+J times the (./', i) minor of B. Then BC = CB =\B\I where / is the identity

matrix.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose A is a commutative ring. D,: A — A is a    derivation for

i= 1.«,£>,£>,= £>,£>,./ E A for i = \.« and e, = (0.1,.0). Then:

(l)//o = (o,.v„) E A" is given by

Hf,)

D„(h

DÁ.C

thenDx(v,)+ ■■■ +Dn(vn) = 0.

(2) If(c{ f ) is the classical adjoint of

#,(/,)     •■■    A,(/i)

Dj(f)=        : :

,£,(/„)     ••■    DAD

then for each 1 <j < «. Dx(cXJ) + • • ■ + 2>„(cll>) = °-

Proof. To show(l) is to show D,(A/U) - D;(MI2) + • • • ±Dn(Mx „) = 0 where

A/, , is the (1, y ) minor. For n-2, the theorem states that Dx(D2(f2)) - Z)2(£>,(/,))

= 0, which is in the hypothesis. In general, it states that

DajDaaf„))]

2(-\pD0(l)(Dna)(f2)---Doin)(f)) = Q<

where the sum is over all permutations o of ( 1,2.« ). This is

2(-Dw[xV„(i)^(A))iU(/3)---Ac-)(Jt)

+ ---+¿W/:)A,<3)(/3)-

and it must be seen that these terms cancel in pairs. For simplicity, consider the first

term Dn{])(Da{2)(f2))D0(3)(f) ■■■ D„(n)(fn) for a given permutation o. This term is

also given by the permutation r where t(1) = o(2), t(2) = o(l), and t(z') = o(i) for

i > 2. Since t and a have different signs, the two terms cancel and in this manner,

the sum of all terms is zero.

Part (2) follows from part (1) and the definition of classical adjoint, although with

this notation it is most easily seen for column 1 of (c¡¡).    □

A derivation D: /v1"1 -» R[n] is an ^-derivation provided D(R) - 0. There is a

one-to-one correspondence between «-vectors over R and ^-derivations. It sends

u = («,,_un) to D — w,8/3jc, + • • • +Mn3/3x„ where   D(x¡) = u¡ (see [GR,p.

152]). The divergence of D is defined to be the divergence of the corresponding

vector u — (D(xx),.. .,D(xn)). The Jacobian matrix of an «-vector u is J(u) =

J(ux,...,un) = (du¡/dXj).
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Theorem 2.3. // f2,.. ,,f„ G R{n], the R-denvatwn E: /v1"1 - R["] defined by

£( /i ) = IA f\, /: - • • ./„ ) I  has divergence 0.

Proof. This is a restatement of Theorem 2.2(1) with A - Rln] and D, = d/dx,.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose f E R[n] for i =£ ; < n and/ = (/,,...,/,)« the correspond-

ing n-vector over R. Then:

( 1 ) Each column of the classical adjoint ofJ(f) has divergence 0.

(2)If\J(f)\— 1, each column of J( f )~' has divergence 0.

(3) Row i ofj(f) has divergence 0 ifff is harmonic, i.e. d2f/dx2 + • ■ • + 32//3jc2
= 0.

(4) If R is a domain of characteristic 0, then column j ofJ(f) has divergence 0 iff the

trace ofj(f) does not depend on x¡. Thus the trace ofj(f) is constant iff each column

°f 1(f) has divergence 0.

Proof. Part (1) is a restatement of Theorem 2.2 (2) with D, = 3/3x,. Part (2)

follows because in this case, the classical adjoint is the inverse. Parts (3) and (4) are

just observations.    D

Lemma 2.5. (1) If D: Rin] -> R[n] is an R-derivation and g E R[n], then div(gD) = g

divD + D(g).

(2)Ifg, E Rln] and D,: R[n] -* R{n] is an R-derivation for i = 1,..., m, and each D,

has divergence 0, then div(g,Z>, + ■ • • +gmDm) = D}(g{) + ■■■ + Dm(gm).

Proof. Part (1) is a direct computation and part (2) follows from (1) and the fact

that the divergence of the sum is the sum of the divergences.    D

The divergence of a derivation D on Rl"] is defined with respect to the variables

xx,...,xn. Suppose/,,...,/, is another set of variables, i.e. suppose the algebra

homomorphismi?[y,,.. . ,y„] -* R[xx,... ,x„] which sendsy, to/, is an isomorphism.

Then any Ä-derivation may be written as D = w, 9/9/, + ■ ■ • +"„3/3/, where

«, = ",(/i<-••>/«)■ II wil1 be shown below that if |./(/,,. ..,/„) |= 1, then div(D) =

23«,/3/.
The Jacobian Conjecture states that if / = (/,,...,/„) is an «-vector over k with

|J(/)|= 1, and/I =*[/,,...,fml then A = k[n] (see [BCW and Wr]). It is known

that any A-derivation on A extends to A1"1 (see [Wa]). It is shown below that the

extension of 3/3/ to A'"1 has divergence 0.

Theorem 2.6. Suppose / E Rln] for i = 1,...,«,/ = (/,,...,/,) is the correspond-

ing n-vector over R, |/(/)|= 1, and Dj is the R-derivation on R[n] defined by the

j-column of"J(f)~]■ Then:

(1) Dj(f) = o,j and div( Dj) = 0. D} is written as Dj = d/dfj.

(2) If g, G RM for i = 1,... ,«, then div(g,Z), + • • • +g„D„) = Dx(gx)

+ ---+Dn(gn).

Proof. For part (1) £►//,) = 8tJ follows from J(f)J(f)'1 = /. div(D,) = 0

follows from Theorem 2.4(2). Part (2) follows from ( 1 ) and Lemma 2.5(2).

Question. If A[z] = A1"1, must 3/3z have divergence 0?

Side Comment. Suppose A1"1 is unramified over a subalgebra A[z] and the

derivation 3/3z on A[z] extends to a derivation on A'"1 which does not have
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divergence 0. Then by Theorem 2.6, A is not a polynomial ring in « — 1 variables. In

fact, there could not exist a,,...,a„_, EA with dax,...,dan_x generating the

module of differentials iïA/k (see [BCW or Wr] for definitions).

Theorem 2.7. Suppose f2,... ,f„ E A1"1 are algebraically independent over A and D

and E are nonzero k-derivations on A1"1 with each / G ker D D ker E. Then D and E

are linearly dependent, i.e. there exist s, t G (A1"1 — 0) such that sD — tE.

Proof. Let D = lu, d/dx, and E = Su,3/3x,. Let /, G A1"1 be such that /,,

f2,...,f„ is a transcendence basis (see [M]). Then the V/ are linearly independent,

i.e. J(fx,...,f„) has determinant nonzero and represents an injective homomorphism.

Now

and

and thus su = tv, i.e. sD = tE.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose «,,... ,un E A1"' are relatively prime and D — 2«, 3/3*, is a

derivation whose kernel has dimension « — 1. Then there exists a nonzero g E A1"1 such

that div( gD) = 0.

Proof. Let/2,...,/, G A1"1 be algebraically independent elements in kernel D, and

E be the derivation defined by £(/, ) =|/(/,,...,/fl)| .Now£(/) = Ofor; = 2.«

by inspection and div(£) = 0 by Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.7, there exist nonzero

s, t such that sD = tE, i.e. su = tv where v is the vector associated with £. Since the

w, are relatively prime, there exists g G (A'"1 — 0) with s = tg and so gD = £.

Theorem 2.9. //Z) is a k-derivation on A'"'. f«e« its kernel K is algebraically closed

in A1"1.

Proof. Suppose b E K is algebraic over K and p[7"] ei[T] is a polynomial of

minimal degree with p(b) = 0. Then 0 = D(p(b)) =■ p'(b)D(b) gives a contradic-

tion.

Theorem 2.10. If D is a k-derivation on A'2' with div(D) = 0, then ker(Z)) # A.

77ius ;/ D ¿s not 0, ztt kernel   has dimension 1, a«d ii thus equal to A [ « ] /or some

«GA'2>.

Proof. £) = u,3/3x, + m23/3x2 and 3w,/3x, = -3u2/3x2. Thus there exists

/G A121 with3//3x, = -u2 and3//3x2 = «,. Thus D(f) = 0. ïf ker(Z)) has dimen-

sion 2, then D = 0 by Theorem 2.9.

3x,

/«, \

\"J

'^

\0

Ui l

3x,
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Example. D — xxd/dxx + x2d/dx2 has trivial kernel, and thus there is no

g G (A121 - 0) so that div(gD) = 0.

Theorem 2.11. If ux, u2 E A'21 are relatively prime and D = m, 3/3a-, + u2 3/3jv:,

then the following are equivalent:

( 1 ) ker( D ) has dimension 1.

(2) There exists a nonzero g E A121 with div(gD) = 0.

Proof. (1) - (2) by Theorem 2.8 and (2) •» (1) by Theorem 2.10.

Questions. If D is A-derivation on A1"', what conditions are needed to ensure there

exists a nonzero g with div(gD) — 0? If div(Z)) = 0, what can be said about the

kernel of £>?
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